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INTRODUCTION
The immunological synapse (IS) was first described as a highly specialized junction between the membranes of T cells and antigen-presenting cells (APCs) (reviewed in Fooksman et al., 2010) . It is characterized by the formation of a central supramolecular activation cluster (cSMAC), where the T cell antigen receptor (TCR) and intracellular signaling molecules such as the Lck and PKCq kinases are enriched. The cSMAC is surrounded by an integrin-rich peripheral supramolecular activation cluster (pSMAC) (Monks et al., 1998) . The IS was proposed to be a site for effective T cell activation, for sustained TCR engagement and signaling, and for polarized secretion into the synaptic space (reviewed in Balagopalan et al., 2009; Fooksman et al., 2010) . However, several studies have shown that T cell activation can be induced prior to, or even in the absence of, cSMAC formation, leaving the role of the IS controversial and unclear (Lee et al., 2002; reviewed in Seminario and Bunnell, 2008; Yokosuka and Saito, 2010) . It has been proposed that the IS serves to boost TCR triggering when T cells are exposed to low concentrations of peptide antigen-major histocompatibility complex (pMHC) ligand, while promoting TCR downregulation at high pMHC concentrations (Cemerski et al., 2008) . Thus, the cSMAC has been proposed as a site of TCR endocytosis and signal extinction.
In resting T cells, the TCR is continuously being endocytosed and re-expressed at the cell surface (reviewed in Alcover and Alarcó n, 2000) . However, when engaged by pMHC, the TCR is downregulated from the cell surface as a result of increased TCR internalization, decreased recycling, and increased degradation. Clathrin-dependent endocytosis is one of the mechanisms by which the TCR is internalized, both in untriggered and TCR-triggered cells (Dietrich et al., 1994; Monjas et al., 2004) . However, the TCR is also internalized by clathrin-independent mechanisms that share a common cholesterol dependency but are not yet molecularly characterized (Monjas et al., 2004) .
Another consequence of IS formation is the intercellular transfer of APC membrane proteins to the T cell. T cells acquire MHC class I and class II glycoproteins from APCs, together with costimulatory molecules and membrane patches, by a mechanism referred to as trogocytosis (Ahmed et al., 2008; Davis, 2007; Joly and Hudrisier, 2003; Wetzel and Parker, 2006) . MHC transfer to the T cell is TCR triggering dependent, and it is potentiated by the T cell costimulatory molecule CD28 and by CD2 (Hwang et al., 2000; Singleton et al., 2006) . The transfer of pMHC to T cells has been demonstrated both in vitro and in vivo (Huang et al., 1999) , although the mechanisms and physiological meaning of such transfer are not completely understood.
TC21 (Rras2) is a small GTPase of the RRas subfamily with strong transformation activity in vitro (Graham et al., 1994) , which has been implicated in different types of human carcinomas (Arora et al., 2005; Clark et al., 1996; Chan et al., 1994; Sharma et al., 2005) . TC21 activates phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) probably through the direct binding and recruitment of the hematopoietic-specific catalytic subunit p110d (Delgado et al., 2009; Murphy et al., 2002; Rodriguez-Viciana et al., 2004; Rosá rio et al., 2001 ). Thus, TC21 has been proposed to activate survival pathways that depend on PI3K activity and that of its effector, Akt (Delgado et al., 2009; Rong et al., 2002) . Indeed, Rras2 À/À mice present normal lymphoid development but reduced number of mature T and B lymphocytes (Delgado et al., 2009 ). This reduction in T and B cell number is due to poorer survival and homeostatic proliferation, reflecting the defective activation of tonic housekeeping PI3K. Indeed, TC21 binds directly to the TCR and BCR (B cell antigen receptor) and it is necessary for the recruitment of p110d to both antigen receptors in resting cells. TC21 is constitutively associated to the TCR and BCR and it has been shown to cotranslocate with the TCR to the IS (Delgado et al., 2009) .
In this study, we have further investigated the role of TC21 in the formation of the IS. We found that TC21 is necessary for TCR internalization from the IS by a clathrin-independent mechanism but is dependent on the small GTPase RhoG, previously associated with phagocytosis. Indeed, we found that T cells phagocytose 1-6 mm beads coated with TCR antibodies through a TC21-and RhoG-dependent pathway. Because TC21-deficient and RhoG-deficient T cells are unable to trogocytose MHC class II and membrane fragments from the APC, we propose that the TCR is internalized from the IS by phagocytosis.
RESULTS

TC21-and RhoG-Dependent Internalization of the TCR from the Immunological Synapse
We previously found that TC21 is cotranslocated with the TCR to the IS where they both accumulate at the cSMAC (Delgado et al., 2009) . To study the behavior of both proteins in the IS, we used time-lapse confocal videomicroscopy of human Jurkat T cells cotransfected with fluorescent-tagged fusion proteins and stimulated with Raji APCs loaded with staphylococcal enterotoxin E (SEE) ''superantigen.'' TC21 and the TCR became first concentrated at the IS within 2 min of the initial contact with an APC (labeled a in Figure 1A ) and later (3-6 min) in a region of the cytoplasm underlying the IS. After 7 min, both proteins had clearly been internalized from the IS and colocalized in internal vesicles, while the T cell began to form another IS with a second APC (labeled b in Figure 1A ; see Movie S1 available online). After 15-20 min, it was possible to see how part of the internalized TCR translocated from intracellular vesicles to the second IS ( Figure 1A ; Movie S1). The intensity correlation analysis (ICA) showed a high degree of colocalization between TC21 and the TCR in IS-derived internal vesicles ( Figure S1A ). After visualizing 10 time-lapse movies, we calculated that 88% of the IS-derived TCR-positive vesicles (n = 24) were positive for TC21 (data not shown). These results indicated that TC21 and the TCR follow a common internalization pathway from the IS.
To demonstrate whether TC21 influences TCR internalization, Jurkat cells were cotransfected with a fluorescence-tagged subunit of the TCR and either an inactive (S28N) or a permanently active (G23V) mutant of TC21. The S28N mutant was cotranslocated with the TCR to the IS but their internalization was blocked (time 19 min; Figure 1B ; Figure S1B ). Likewise, expression of G23V TC21 almost completely blocked TCR internalization from the IS; only a small amount of the TCR was internalized in TC21-negative vesicles (arrowhead, Figure 1B ; Figure S1C ). Quantification of the effect of both TC21 mutants on TCR internalization from the IS is shown in Figure 1C . Interestingly, G23V TC21 expression caused the generation of extensive lamellipodia and large membrane protrusions at the site of contact with the APC (bright field, time 25 min; Figure 1B ), suggesting that active TC21 promotes actin cytoskeleton remodeling. In addition, the inhibitory effect of the active G23V TC21 mutant suggests that for TCR internalization, TC21 must be able to cycle between the active and the inactive states.
The TCR is endocytosed by both clathrin-dependent and clathrin-independent mechanisms (Dietrich et al., 1994; Monjas et al., 2004) . The TCR and TC21 colocalized in internal vesicles derived from the IS that did not contain transferrin or the clathrin heavy chain (Figure 2A ; Figures S2A and S2B ). These data suggest that TC21 mediated TCR internalization from the IS by clathrin-independent mechanisms. To further study this process, we allowed T cells to adhere to surfaces patterned with focal spots of anti-CD3 surrounded by the integrin ligand ICAM-1. T cells form a structure reminiscent of an IS, with a cSMAC and a pSMAC (Doh and Irvine, 2006) . The T cell body was unroofed and prepared for electron microscopy to show the organization of the cytoplasmic side of the plasma membrane. The cytoskeleton was extensively polymerized in the pSMAC area, whereas the cSMAC was practically devoid of any structure ( Figure 2B , micrograph a). Furthermore, after more vigorous sonication to remove the actin ring, clathrincoated pits were found abundant in the pSMAC (arrows, Figure 2B , micrograph c), but they were not detected in the cSMAC ( Figure 2B , micrograph b; quantification in d). Finally, to prove the clathrin independence of TCR and TC21 cointernalization, a combination of siRNAs for clathrin heavy chain was transfected to reduce the expression of this protein by 96% ( Figure S2C ). Clathrin depletion abrogated the endocytosis of transferrin ( Figure S2D ) and partly inhibited TCR downregulation ( Figure S2E ) but did not affect the cointernalization of the TCR with TC21 from the IS ( Figures S2F and S2G ). These results further support the idea of a clathrin-independent mechanism for TCR internalization from the cSMAC.
To characterize the TC21-dependent TCR endocytotic process, we cotransfected Jurkat cells with different combinations of CD3z, TC21, and other GTPases known to be associated with early endosomes (Rab4 and Rab5), fast (Rab4) and slow (Rab11) recycling endosomes, late endosomes (Rab7), and phagosomes (Rab5 and Rab7) ( Figure S3A ; Zerial and McBride, 2001) . Vesicles containing TC21 only partially coincided with these Rab GTPases. However, the colocalization of TCR internalized from the IS with the RhoG GTPase was extensive (Figure 2C ; Figure S1D ; Movie S2) as illustrated by the redistribution of RhoG from a homogenously cytoplasmic to a concentrated localization in the CD3z-positive IS-derived vesicles (compare time points 0 and 2 min in Figure 2C ). Indeed, 100% of the TCR vesicles derived from the IS (n = 15 vesicles from 11 movies) were positive for RhoG (data not shown). The internalization of the TCR from the IS into RhoG-positive vesicles suggests that RhoG might be involved in TCR internalization from the IS.
RhoG is an important, evolutionarily conserved, intracellular mediator of the phagocytosis of apoptotic cells (deBakker et al., 2004; Henson, 2005) , which lies upstream of the Rac1
GTPase, a regulator of actin polymerization (Groves et al., 2008; Niedergang and Chavrier, 2005 T cells do not have caveolin, yet the TCR can be internalized in a manner that is cholesterol dependent and clathrin independent (Monjas et al., 2004 Figure 1A ; Movie S1) showed that T cells embrace and try to engulf the APC. This is reminiscent of incomplete phagocytosis. In addition, RhoG has been functionally linked to phagocytosis in different systems and organisms (Henson, 2005) . If T cells were not able to complete phagocytosis because of the size of the APC, we considered it interesting to test whether T cells could phagocytose smaller surrogate APCs. To this end, we stimulated Jurkat T cells with latex beads of different sizes coated with anti-CD3, a stimulus that has frequently been used to study the formation of structures reminiscent of IS (Batista et al., 2004; Glebov and Nichols, 2004) . Our results showed that Jurkat T cells phagocytosed anti-CD3-coated latex beads of 1, 3, and even 6 mm diameter ( Figure 3A ). The phenomenon was not restricted to T cell lines; primary mouse and human T cells were also able to phagocytose anti-CD3-coated beads ( Figures 3A-3C ). In addition, phagocytosis of latex beads was TCR dependent as shown by the fact that anti-CD3-coated beads were not phagocytosed by a Jurkat mutant that did not express the TCR in the plasma membrane ( Figure S3B ). Interestingly, mouse naive T cells could phagocytose anti-CD3-coated 6 mm beads, which are as big as the phagocytic lymphocyte (Figures 3A and 3B) . This is made possible through an intense redistribution of the T cell plasma membrane, displacing the cytoplasm and nucleus to one pole ( Figures 3A and 3B ). The T cell plasma membrane forms a tight contact, a process characteristic of phagocytosis (Swanson, 2008) , with the antibody-coated bead as shown by the fact that a secondary anti-Ig is unable to enter into the gaps formed between T cells and beads (arrowheads, 6 mm beads; Figures 3A and 3B ). The phagocytosed beads appeared to be surrounded by both the TCR and polymerized actin ( Figure 3C ), suggesting that, like other phagocytic processes (Swanson, 2008) , TCR-triggered phagocytosis is linked to the rearrangement of the actin cytoskeleton. To prove the dependence of TCR-triggered phagocytosis on actin polymerization, we first set up a quantitative phagocytosis assay based on distinguishing adhered beads from phagocytosed beads according to their accessibility to a secondary anti-Ig fluorescent antibody. With time, there was a clear transfer of cells from the population labeled in green and red (i.e., that had adhered beads) to the population that exclusively had beads inside and only fluoresced red ( Figure 3D ). With this approach, we measured the efficiency of phagocytosis in the presence of the actin cytoskeleton inhibitor cytochalasin D. This inhibitor almost completely abrogated the uptake of anti-CD3-coated beads, independent of their size ( Figure 3E ). The requirement for PI3K activity during phagocytosis has also been described in ''professional'' phagocytes (Yeung and Grinstein, 2007) . TCR-triggered phagocytosis of latex beads was also PI3K dependent as shown by its sensitivity to the class I PI3K inhibitors wortmannin and LY294002 ( Figure 3F ). Interestingly, the sensitivity to PI3K inhibition increased as did the size of the phagocytosed particle, in agreement with previous findings for Fc receptors (reviewed in Yeung and Grinstein, 2007) .
The confocal microscopy and flow cytometry experiments clearly indicated that the phagocytosed beads were internal and not exposed to the extracellular milieu. With electron microscopy we additionally demonstrated that the anti-CD3-coated beads were included in a vesicular compartment and were not free in the cytoplasm ( Figure 3G ). Phagocytic caps around the anti-CD3-coated beads were detected at early time points (5 min; Figure 3G , micrograph a), whereas later, the phagocytosed beads were found internal and surrounded by a membrane (15 min; Figure 3G , micrograph b). After longer incubations (30 min; Figure 3G , micrograph c), beads were detected in what appear to be multivesicular bodies (MVB), with several beads and vesicles surrounded by an external membrane. Later (1 hr), it was possible to detect beads in the outer part of the plasma membrane, coated with membrane fragments, suggesting that they were first phagocytosed and later secreted (Figure 3G, micrograph d) .
In transfected Jurkat cells, the phagocytosed beads were found in compartments where TC21-green fluorescent protein (GFP) and RhoG-GFP were present ( Figure 4A ). The use of antibodies against the endogenous CD3z ( Figure 4A ), TC21, and RhoG ( Figure 4B ) proteins demonstrated that colocalization of these proteins with phagocytosed beads was not caused by overexpression. Transfection of the dominant-negative and constitutively active mutants of both TC21 and RhoG inhibited the phagocytosis of anti-CD3-coated beads ( Figure 4C ). This inhibition was dose dependent, such that cells expressing more of the dominant-negative mutants phagocytosed fewer beads ( Figure 4D ). These data indicate that overexpression of TC21 and RhoG mutants in a T cell line inhibit TCR-triggered phagocytosis. To confirm these results in a more physiological setting, we studied whether TCR-dependent phagocytosis of latex beads was affected in mice genetically deficient in either TC21 (Rras2
). When analyzed by confocal microscopy and flow cytometry, the phagocytosis of anti-CD3-coated beads was blocked in the absence of either GTPase ( Figure 4E ), reinforcing the idea of a complete dependence of TCR-mediated phagocytosis on TC21 and RhoG activities. Figure 5A ). However, in AND T cells from Rras2 À/À and Rhog À/À mice, the pool of TCR accumulating at the IS was not internalized, even 19 min after stimulation (Figure 5A ; Movie S5 and Movie S6). The TCR is internalized both from the IS and from plasma membrane regions distal to the IS (Das et al., 2004) . In addition, intracellular TCR-positive vesicles could be part of exocytotic pathways. Therefore, to track TCR + vesicles originated at the IS and distinguish them from vesicles of other origins, the surface of AND T cells was labeled with a poorly stimulatory anti-TCRb (H57 antibody) before stimulation with MCC-loaded DCEK cells. Cells with H57 + vesicles placed just below the IS were counted as positive for IS-derived TCR internalization. In these experiments, intracellular anti-CD3z staining served to track the IS. Accordingly, WT AND T cells (arrowhead, Figure 5B ) but not Rras2 À/À and Rhog À/À T cells were able to internalize the TCR from the IS. Therefore, TC21 and RhoG appear to be necessary for the internalization of the TCR from the IS. The cSMAC is thought to be a site of TCR internalization (Lee et al., 2003) . Because TC21 and RhoG deficiency inhibited TCR internalization from the IS by 50%-80% ( Figures 1C, 2F , and 5B), we considered using TC21-and RhoG-deficient mice to test the importance of TCR internalization from the IS for global TCR downregulation. TCR downregulation was only slightly affected in the absence of either GTPase (20% inhibition; Figure 5C ), suggesting that the bulk of TCR internalization leading to downregulation occurs from sites other than the IS. Interestingly, the inhibition of TCR downregulation in TC21-and RhoG-deficient mice was most pronounced when high concentrations of antigen were used, suggesting that the implication of the IS in TCR downregulation increases with the dose of antigen. Likewise, a mild effect of TC21 and RhoG deficiency on TCR downregulation was evident only after long incubations ( Figure 5D ). Inhibiting TCR downregulation by altering the endocytotic and receptor degradation machineries usually results in a stronger response to antigen, indicating that TCR downregulation primarily produces desensitization (André et al., 1997; Dragone et al., 2009; Vardhana et al., 2010) . The AND T cells deficient in either TC21 or RhoG showed a stronger response to antigen, measured by CD69 expression and IL-2 release, than the WT controls ( Figures S4A and S4B ). In addition, we detected a stronger tyrosine phosphorylation of CD3z and ERK in TC21-deficient and RhoG-deficient than in WT T cells and also a stronger phosphorylation of Tyr319 in ZAP70 in TC21-deficient mice ( Figures S4D and S4E ), suggesting that TCR-proximal signaling is also enhanced in the absence of these GTPases. However, both TC21 and RhoG deficiency inhibited the proliferative response to antigen ( Figure S4C ). These results probably reflect the variety of cellular processes affected by these GTPases. The increased CD69 and IL-2 response in deficient T cells could be secondary to the deficient TCR internalization from the IS. Likewise, stimulation of RhoG-deficient T cells with beads of different sizes resulted in a stronger induction of CD69 and stronger proliferation than WT controls ( Figures S4F  and S4G ). Interestingly, TC21-deficient T cells were not more responsive than WT controls ( Figures S4F and S4G ), indicating that RhoG is more purely involved in TCR-triggered phagocytosis than TC21. In other words, TC21 may regulate additional TCR-triggered processes, such as we have previously shown for TCR tonic signaling (Delgado et al., 2009) .
We have previously shown that TCR triggering with soluble CD3 antibody is mediated by clathrin-dependent endocytosis, whereas triggering with anti-CD3 immobilized onto a plastic surface is clathrin independent (Monjas et al., 2004) . These two processes were differentially affected by TC21 and RhoG deficiencies. Thus, TCR downregulation after stimulation with immobilized anti-CD3 was significantly inhibited in the absence of these GTPases, whereas TCR downregulation after stimulation with soluble anti-CD3 was not ( Figure S5A ). These results set a parallelism between TCR downregulation from the IS ( Figures 5C and 5D ) and TCR downregulation provoked by immobilized anti-CD3. Consequent with the desensitization role of TCR downregulation mediated by TC21 and RhoG, T cell proliferation in response to immobilized anti-CD3 was enhanced in the absence of TC21 and RhoG but was not affected if soluble anti-CD3 was used as a stimulus ( Figure S5B ).
TC21 and RhoG Mediate TCR-Triggered Trogocytosis of MHC
Despite the clear capacity of the TCR to trigger the phagocytosis of large particles by T cells, T cells are not meant to phagocytose latex beads. Thus, we wondered whether TCR-driven phagocytosis of beads reflected the participation of TC21 and RhoG in the processes of trogocytosis and TCR internalization from the IS. In other words, the phagocytosis of beads and TCR internalization may recreate a trogocytotic process when the T cell is stimulated by an antigen-loaded APC. To determine how TC21 and RhoG deficiencies affect TCR-mediated trogocytosis, AND WT and mutant T cells were stimulated with MCC-loaded DCEK cells previously labeled with the lypophilic PKH26 red fluorescent dye. Upon stimulation, WT AND T cells acquired fragments of the DCEK membrane that were detected by flow cytometry and by confocal microscopy as 0.5-1 mm red vesicles inside T cells ( Figure 6A ). The acquisition of APC membrane . Optical sections along the xy, yz, and xz axis are shown to demonstrate that some beads are completely internalized. A secondary Alexa 647-labeled anti-mouse Ig (shown in blue) was added to determine whether the 3 mm and 6 mm antibody-coated beads were accessible or not. This distinguished fully internalized (arrowheads) from external beads and even detected phagocytotic cups (arrows) in which the bead is partly inaccessible to the secondary antibody. (B) T cells form a tight seal in the phagocytotic cup. Naive mouse cells stimulated for 30 min with anti-CD3-coated 6 mm beads were fixed, permeabilized, and stained with phalloidin-TRITC (shown in green), To-Pro to visualize the nucleus (n, orange), and with an Alexa 488-labeled secondary anti-hamster Ig antibody (shown in blue) to distinguish internal from nonphagocytosed beads. Arrows indicate a tight apposition of the actin cytoskeleton to the bead at the growing edges of the phagocytotic cup. Arrowheads indicate the part of the bead facing the cell that is not accessible to the Ig antibody and that therefore is red but not blue. 
TCR-Triggered Phagocytosis fragments by WT T cells was also observed in CD8 + T cells bearing the OT-I TCR transgene (Movie S7). However, Rras2
À/À and Rhog À/À AND and OT-I T cells had reduced capacity to take APC membrane fragments labeled with PKH26 ( Figure 6A , and data not shown). The TC21 and RhoG dependence of TCR-driven trogocytosis of APC membrane fragments parallels their role in TCR-driven phagocytosis of latex beads. Indeed, TCR-triggered trogocytosis was inhibited by wortmannin and LY294002 ( Figure 6B ), indicating that like phagocytosis (Figure 3F ), trogocytosis is mediated by PI3K activation. Together, these results indicate that the accumulation of the TCR at the IS results in the TCR-triggered acquisition of APC membrane fragments accompanied by the internalization of the TCR from the IS. Indeed, both of these processes are mediated by a PI3K-dependent phagocytotic mechanism in which TC21 and RhoG play an important role. TCR-dependent trogocytosis of APC membrane fragments by T cells is accompanied by the acquisition of MHC (Hwang et al., 2000) . To study the TCR-driven acquisition of MHC by T cells, we used MCC-loaded DCEK cells transiently transfected with an I-E K a-GFP fusion protein. With time-lapse confocal videomicroscopy, we observed that naive WT AND T cells ( Figure 6C ; Movie S8), but not TC21-or RhoG-deficient T cells (data not shown), acquired I-E K a-GFP from the APC at the T cell:APC contact site, indicating that membrane fragments containing I-E K a-GFP were acquired from the IS and not by phagocytosis of exosomes. In fixed cells, we found that the I-E K a-GFP protein was acquired by WT T cells, but not by TC21-or RhoG-deficient cells, and was associated to internalized TCR in 0.5-1 mm vesicles ( Figure 6D ). Flow cytometry data indicated that the uptake of I-E K a-GFP by WT AND T cells was dependent on the dose of antigen ( Figure 6D ). These data support the idea that T cells try to phagocytose the APC but instead take fragments of the APC membrane at the IS by a phagocytic mechanism mediated by TC21 and RhoG.
TCR Triggering Activates RhoG by a TC21-and PI3K-Dependent Mechanism
We next used TC21-and RhoG-deficient T cells to elucidate their relative position in the TCR signaling pathway. It is not known whether the TCR can regulate RhoG activity. We stimulated (E) TCR-triggered phagocytosis is impaired in T cells genetically deficient in TC21 or RhoG. Lymph node T cells of the indicated genotypes that were stimulated for 60 min with anti-CD3-coated 1 mm red fluorescent latex beads were examined by confocal microscopy after staining with phalloidin (green). In parallel, phagocytosis was quantified by flow cytometry (as in Figure 3D ) at the times indicated (bottom). Each value represents the mean and standard deviation of three data sets. *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.005 (two-tailed MannWhitney test). Figure 7B ). RhoG activation was weaker in TC21-deficient cells than in WT T cells (Figure 7B ), suggesting that TC21 lies upstream of RhoG in the TCR signal transduction cascade. In other phagocytic systems, RhoG is situated downstream of PI3K as indicated by the fact that the RhoG activator TRIO is PI3K dependent (Henson, 2005) , whereas in T cells TC21 is a direct effector of the TCR in the PI3K pathway (Delgado et al., 2009) . Therefore, we analyzed whether PI3K activation was affected by TC21 deficiency in conditions of phagocytosis and trogocytosis. We found that in the absence of TC21, Akt phosphorylation was slower, weaker, and less sustained than in WT T cells stimulated with antigen ( Figure 7C ) or anti-CD3-coated beads ( Figure 7D ). Furthermore, RhoG activation but not TC21 activation by the TCR was sensitive to inhibition of PI3K activity ( Figure 7E ). The effects of TC21 deficiency on RhoG and Akt activities induced by TCR triggering were not complete ( Figures  7B-7D ), suggesting that alternative routes play a partly redundant role. Whether RRas or classical Ras family members are responsible for the TC21-independent activities warrants further investigation.
These results were consistent with the hypothesis that TC21 mediates the activation of RhoG by the TCR in conditions leading to phagocytosis. Therefore, the orderly participation of these elements would be such that the TCR accumulates at the cSMAC and activates TC21, and TC21 promotes the activation of RhoG via PI3K.
DISCUSSION
In this study we have provided evidence that phagocytosis underlies several key aspects of T cell biology and that the Ras family GTPases TC21 and RhoG mediate this process. We have shown that T cells can phagocytose large inert particles (1-6 mm) coated with an antibody that triggers the TCR through a process that requires TC21 and RhoG. Indeed, the internalization of the TCR from the IS is inhibited in the absence of TC21 or RhoG, as is the uptake of APC membrane fragments and the MHC complex by the T cell. Together, our data favor a model in which T cells embrace and try to engulf antigen-loaded APCs, resulting in the polymerization of the actin cytoskeleton and the spread of the T cell membrane over the APC surface.
The spread of the T cell membrane is driven by an actin ring (Barda-Saad et al., 2005) similar to the ring formed around particles at the tip of the phagocytic cups formed by ''professional'' phagocytes and when adhered to planar surfaces (Gerisch et al., 2009 ). The initial expansion of the actin ring is followed by a contraction that could parallel the closing of the phagocytic cup ( Figure S6 ). This contraction is accompanied by a centripetal movement of the TCRs to the center of the IS, resulting in their accumulation in the cSMAC (Yokosuka and Saito, 2010) . Finally, the TCR is internalized from the cSMAC by a process that requires the activity of TC21 and RhoG. The TCR is internalized from the cSMAC in association with fragments of the APC. The resulting process is a frustrated phagocytosis of the whole APC by the T cell that instead trogocytoses APC fragments (Figure S6) . Interestingly, Wü lfing and colleagues nicely showed by electron microscopy how a large invagination in the T cell is formed around a fragment of the APC in a TCR affinity-dependent manner (Singleton et al., 2006) . The molecular mechanisms that allow the phagocytic cup to close around the APC membrane fragment are at present unknown.
The result of this process is the removal of an APC fragment and the internalization of the TCR from the cSMAC. However, it remains unclear what is the destiny of the internalized TCR and its accompanying APC membrane fragment. Our electron microscopy data on phagocytosed anti-CD3-coated beads indicate that the phagoytosed material localizes in MVBs (Saksena et al., 2007) . This is consistent with the described role of the ESCRT-I component TSG101 in cSMAC formation and TCR downregulation . From these MVBs, the TCR and trogocytosed APC membrane fragments can be either destined for degradation or recycled to the T cell's plasma membrane. Indeed, some of our data indicate that the internalized TCR and its accompanying APC fragments are recycled to the plasma membrane. In this way, the T cell could express the pMHC complex acquired from the APC and become an APC itself. We do not yet know the physiological meaning of this conversion, which remains controversial. It is unclear whether the acquisition of MHC by the T cell is a mechanism to remove pMHC and negatively control the immune response, or whether it is a mechanism to potentiate the immune response by converting the T cell into an efficient APC (Smyth et al., 2007; Umeshappa et al., 2009 ). The TC21-and RhoG-deficient mice could become an important tool to study the relevance of T cells converted into APCs in the immune response.
The signaling subunits of the TCR bear tyrosine-and leucinecontaining signaling motifs known as immunoreceptor-based tyrosine activation motifs (ITAMs), which are phosphorylated by tyrosine kinases of the src family converting them into docking sites for tyrosine kinases of the Syk family. FcgRs also bear ITAMs that mediate FcgR-triggered phagocytosis (Cox and Greenberg, 2001 ). Therefore, it should not be surprising if the TCR also triggers phagocytosis through its ITAMs. The participation of TC21 in TCR signaling does not seem to follow the canonical pathway, involving tyrosine phosphorylation of the ITAMs, Src, and Syk kinases, because TC21 directly binds nonphosphorylated ITAMs (Delgado et al., 2009) . Hence, it is appealing to hypothesize that TC21 may also participate in FcgR-triggered phagocytosis via its ITAMs.
In resting T cells the TCR is internalized and recycled to the plasma membrane. However, TCR triggering results in the downregulation of the TCR from the cell surface by mechanisms that involve increased internalization, decreased recycling, and calculated according to the mean fluorescence intensity of the AND TCR with an Vb3 antibody. Each value represents the mean and standard deviation of three data sets. *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.005 (two-tailed Mann-Whitney test).
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Rhog -/- increased degradation . The TCR seems to be internalized by a clathrin-dependent pathway and at least one other clathrin-independent pathway (Monjas et al., 2004) . By using T cells that express two TCRs of different specificity for pMHC, and T cells that express a full TCR and a chimera bearing cytoplasmic tails of the TCR signaling subunits, TCR triggering has been shown to provoke the downregulation of the engaged and the nonengaged TCRs (Ferná ndez-Miguel et al., 1999; Monjas et al., 2004; Niedergang et al., 1997; San José et al., 2000; von Essen et al., 2006) . Furthermore, through pharmacological and dominant-negative approaches, we showed that nonengaged TCRs are downregulated by a clathrin-dependent mechanism whereas the engaged TCRs are primarily downregulated by a mechanism independent of clathrin (Monjas et al., 2004) . The results shown in the present study further support this notion because they provide evidence that the engaged TCRs present in the cSMAC are downregulated by a phagocytic mechanism mediated by TC21 and RhoG. Indeed, one of our previous findings indicated that clathrin-dependent endocytosis predominates as a mechanism for TCR internalization when low doses of antigen or anti-CD3 stimulus are used, whereas the clathrin-independent mechanism becomes more important at high doses of ligand and, therefore, more TCR engagement (Monjas et al., 2004; San José et al., 2000) . The results shown here also indicate that TCR downregulation is only inhibited, although partially, in the absence of TC21 and RhoG in the presence of high doses of antigen. Pull-down (Pd) with GST-ELMO was performed on cell lysates that were then analyzed in immunoblots (WB) probed with anti-RhoG to estimate RhoG activity. WB probed with anti-phosphoERK and total ERK antibodies were performed as controls of activation and loading, respectively. (B) Antigen-stimulated activation of RhoG is TC21 dependent. AND T cells of the different genotypes were incubated for the times indicated with DCEK APCs preloaded with 10 mM MCC. Pull-down with GST-ELMO was used to isolate active RhoG. WB probed with anti-RhoG from whole cell lysates were used as a loading control. Quantification was carried out by densitometry and dividing the intensity of the bands in the GST-ELMO pull-down by those of the whole cell lysates. Comparison of the resulting values was performed by dividing them by this of the WT cells at time 0, which was considered as 1. (C and D) TCR-triggered phosphorylation of Akt is TC21 dependent. AND T cells of the indicated genotypes were incubated with DCEK APCs preloaded with 10 mM MCC (C) or stimulated with anti-CD3-coated 1 mm beads (D) for the times indicated. WB were probed with phosphoAkt antibody of whole cell lysates as an indication of PI3K activity. (E) RhoG activation but not TC21 activation is PI3K dependent. Wild-type T cell lymphoblasts were stimulated with anti-CD3-coated 1 mm beads for 5 min in the presence or absence of 50 mM LY294002 PI3K inhibitor. Pull-down with GST-ELMO was used to isolate active RhoG and pull-down with GST-Raf1(RBD) to isolate active TC21. Whole cell lysates were used as loading controls.
classical Ras or Rho subfamily GTPases cannot be at present excluded, our results suggest that clathrin-mediated TCR internalization is predominant and that internalization of the engaged TCRs from the cSMAC by phagocytosis is less important and only significant for overall TCR downregulation at high antigen concentrations. Indeed, we show in this paper that reduced expression of clathrin heavy chain had an important impact on TCR downregulation although, as expected, the inhibition was not complete. It remains to be determined whether abrogation of both the TC21 and RhoG phagocytic pathway and the clathrin endocytosis pathway result in a complete blockade of TCR downregulation.
This study also sheds light on the role of TCR downregulation. TC21-and RhoG-deficient T cells show enhanced response to antigen stimulation, suggesting that one of the consequences of TCR downregulation is the termination of TCR signaling. This is in agreement with the effect on T cell activation of disabling other proteins involved in TCR internalization and endocytosis (André et al., 1997; Dragone et al., 2009; Vardhana et al., 2010) . In the absence of TC21 or RhoG, the TCR remains at the IS and it signals for longer, similar to the effects of TSG101 depletion , suggesting that if the TCR is not internalized from the IS, the TCR signal is sustained. This is consistent with the idea that TCR downregulation is a consequence of TCR signaling and that it serves to terminate TCR signaling. This explains why stronger ligands promote TCR downregulation from the IS faster than weaker ligands (Cemerski et al., 2008) .
In conclusion, we have shown that the TCR is internalized from the IS by phagocytosis, which requires the participation of the Ras family GTPases TC21 and RhoG. This phagocytotic internalization of the TCR is accompanied by the uptake of APC membrane fragments that include MHC complexes. Further studies will be necessary to determine precisely how TC21 and RhoG are integrated into the TCR phagocytic signaling pathway, the implication of TC21 in the phagocytosis promoted by other receptor types and the relevance of the phagocytic uptake of pMHC complexes by T cells in the overall T cell response to antigen.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Cells and Mice
The human Jurkat T cell lymphoma and the human lymphoblastoid B cell line Raji were grown in RPMI plus 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS). The DCEK fibroblast cell line stably transfected with plasmids encoding I-E k and CD80 and human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293T cells were grown in DMEM plus 10% FBS. Lymph node T cells were maintained in RPMI 10% FBS supplemented with 20 mM b-mercaptoethanol and 10 mM sodium pyruvate. Rras2 À/À and Rhog À/À mice were generated as described previously (Delgado et al., 2009; Vigorito et al., 2004) . Rras2 À/À and Rhog À/À mice were crossed with mice transgenic for the OT-I TCR (OVAp specific, H-2K b restricted) (Hogquist et al., 1994) and for the AND TCR (MCC specific, I-E k restricted) (Kaye et al., 1989) , and the resulting heterozygous mice were crossed again to generate TCR transgenic wild-type and genetically targeted homozygous mice. All experiments involved the use of littermates homozygous for the wild-type or the knockout alleles. Mice were maintained under SPF conditions in the animal facility of the Centro de Biología Molecular Severo Ochoa in accordance with applicable national and European guidelines. All animal procedures were approved by the ethical committee of the Centro de Biología Molecular Severo Ochoa.
Time-Lapse Fluorescence Confocal Microscopy and Immunofluorescence
Jurkat cells and preactivated transduced T cells from WT, Rras2 À/À , or Rhog À/À mice were adhered to fibronectin-coated plates in 1 ml of HBSS containing either 2% or 10% of FBS (for Jurkat and primary cells, respectively), and they were placed on a microscope stage and maintained at 37 C.
Antigen-presenting cells (Raji, DCEKs, or T2-K b cells) preloaded with antigen (SEE, MCC, or OVAp) were added, and a series of fluorescence and brightfield frames were captured sequentially every 5, 30, or 60 s, depending on the experiment. Two confocal microscope systems were used: a Zeiss LSM510 META coupled to an Axiovert200 inverted microscope and a LSM710 coupled to an AxioObserver inverted microscope with 633 and 1003 PlanApo oil immersion objectives (1.4 numerical aperture). The images were processed and videos were generated with Metamorph software 6.2r6 (Universal Imaging). For confocal microscopy, cells were first adhered to poly-L-lysine-coated coverslips, and they were then fixed and permeabilized as described previously (Delgado et al., 2009) , prior to staining with the appropriate antibodies. An inverted Axiovert200M microscopy system coupled to a Confocal LSM510 was used with 633 PlanApo oil immersion objective lens (1.4 numerical aperture) and 1003 Plan-Neofluar oil immersion objective lens (1.3 numerical aperture). For immunofluorescence of cells phagocytosing latex beads, spectral imaging and linear unmixing was used to separate different emissions. For quantification of TCR and TC21 internalization from the IS, T cell:APC conjugates were photographed with the 1003 Plan-Neofluar objective at a resolution of 102431024 pixels and the presence of intracellular vesicles derived from the IS was evaluated according to their distance to the IS (<1.4 mm) and the existence of a gap between the vesicle and the IS R 300 nm. For colocalization analysis, 12 bit images were subjected to background correction and threshold-based analysis with Image J software. Quantitative colocalization was carried out with the intensity correlation analysis (ICA) imaging method as described (Li et al., 2004) . These methods are briefly explained in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Phagocytosis and Trogocytosis Assays
Jurkat or naive cells were resuspended in RPMI containing 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.4) plus 0.2% BSA and preincubated for 1 hr at 37 C. Inhibitors were added during the last 30 min of the preincubation and the cells were then plated in 96-well V-bottom plates at a density of 2 3 10 5 (Jurkat) or 5 3 10 5 (primary) cells in 25 ml of medium. Antibody-coated beads (prepared as indicated in Supplemental Experimental Procedures) were added in 25 ml of medium to reach a cell:bead ratio of 1:50 (Jurkat) or 1:10 (primary cells). The cell:bead suspension was briefly centrifuged at 900 3 g to bring the cells and beads into close contact, and they were then incubated at 37 C. Subsequently, the cells were washed and stained with a fluorescent isotype-specific Ig antibody to track the presence of beads bound to the cells that had not yet been phagocytosed. At this stage, the cells were either analyzed by flow cytometry or incubated for 15 min on coverslips coated with poly-L-lysine and then processed for immunofluorescence as indicated above. All the procedures to quantify the internalization of the patches of APC membrane labeled with PKH26, and to follow the uptake of I-E k , were performed according to the protocol described previously (Daubeuf et al., 2006) .
Statistical Analysis
Quantitative data are shown as the means ± SD. A nonparametric two-tailed Mann-Whitney test was used to assess the confidence intervals with the Graph Path Prism software. 
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